This index was compiled to assist the reader in finding information in the 2019 issues of Garden Railways magazine. It covers four issues, from Spring 2019 through Winter 2019. There are hundreds of entries, cross-referenced by article title, author’s name, and subject.

Using the index
All categories are delineated as follows:

- The AUTHOR'S NAME is in capital letters. Below the author’s name is a listing of his/her article(s).
- The Article titles are all in boldface type and are listed both under the author’s name and alphabetically within the index.
- The Subject listings are all entered in plain type and may include subcategories.

At the end of each listing you will find numbers, such as 36/3 36. The first number is the volume; the number after the slash is the issue number; and the last number is the page on which the article begins. The above example would translate as volume 31 (2014), number 3 (Fall), page 36.

The product-review index
Also included is a supplemental index of all products reviewed in or during 2019. It is cross-referenced by the type of product and the manufacturer. The manufacturer’s name is in boldface type, and the products are in plain type. Volume and issue numbers follow each entry.
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Dremel tool, modification of 36/3 66

**Editorials**

Movers and makers 36/3 6
STEAM in the garden 36/2 6
Who are you… 36/1 6
Weather or not…I’ll be ready! 36/4 6
Entertainment Junction 36/4 28

**Expert’s top 5 tool picks, The** 36/3 31

**Focused on camera cars** 36/2 44
From simple toy to sensation tram 36/1 40

**Garden railways**

Crystal Creek & Rock City West Railroad 36/2 35
Gopher Canyon Line 36/1 26
Kittatinny Mountain Railroad 36/3 34
Soo Line 36/4 34

Garden railway basics
DIY power supply 36/3 15
Surveying your backyard 36/4 16
Take control of track power 36/3 15
Tips for buying used equipment 36/1 15
Garden tools, use of 36/3 29
Garden tools, top picks 36/3 31
Gazebo for your garden, A 36/4 66

**Get a grip on hand tools** 34/3 29
Graded on a curve 36/2 34

Grades, use of 36/2 38
Greening your railway
Kid-friendly garden railroading 36/2 18
O scale in the outdoors 36/1 18
Waterscape your railway 36/3 18
Weave a dry wash within your railway 36/4 20
GROSSER, RAY
Super-sized Soo Line 36/4 34

Hand tools, use of 36/3 29
Hardscaping 36/2 48
36/3 18
36/4 20

**Indoor large scale railroad** 36/4 28

**JOHNSON, KENT**

Editorials
Movers and makers 36/3 6
STEAM in the garden 36/2 6
Weather or not…I’ll be ready! 36/4 6

**K**

Kid-friendly garden railroading 36/2 18
Kitbashing
Birdhouse 36/2 66
Camera cars 36/2 44
Gazebo 36/4 66
Live steam tram 36/1 40

**L**

LAFOND, MIKE
Build a steel-frame snow plow 36/4 42
Lego trains for large scale rails
Lego trains, modifying of 36/2 54
Live steam 36/2 19
36/3 46

**M**

Made for the shade 36/1 46
Make magnificent mountains 36/2 48
MARTINEZ, NEPTALI
Made for the shade 36/1 46
MEFFORD, BILL
Now that’s Entertrainment! 36/4 28
Movers and makers 36/3 6

**N**

National convention, coverage of 36/2 24
Noisy little railway story, A NORRIS, NANCY
Create inspired spaces 36/3 31
Expert’s top 5 tool picks, The 36/1 36
Greening your railway
Kid-friendly garden railroading 36/2 18
O scale in the outdoors 36/1 28
Waterscape your railway 36/3 18
Weave a dry wash within your railway 36/4 20
Plant portraits
Annual 36/2 22
Groundcover 36/1 22
Perennial 36/4 24
Water plant 36/3 22
Now that’s Entertrainment! 36/4 28

**O**

O scale in the outdoors 36/1 18
O scale, use of 36/1 18
One Page Project
Banking on a birdhouse 36/2 66
Cake forms to coal loads 36/1 66
New spin on a trusty motor tool 36/3 66
Gazebo for your garden, A 36/4 66
Photo gallery 36/1 22
36/3 24

**Plant lists**

Crystal Creek & Rock City West Railroad 36/2 38
Gopher Canyon Line 36/1 29
Kittatinny Mountain Railroad 36/3 40
Nostalgia & Tip Outdoor RR 36/4 38

**Plant portraits**

Annual 36/2 22
Groundcover 36/1 22
Perennial 36/4 24
Water plant 36/3 22

**Plowing into the season** 36/4 47
Power supply, building of 36/3 13
Pruning 36/2 40
Public display 36/4 28

**Q**

QUINE, PHIL
Cake forms to coal loads 36/1 66

**R**

Railway with a big red caboose 36/3 16
RAYMOND, GARY
Lego trains for large scale rails
Readers’ gallery 36/1 22
36/3 24
36/4 26
Rehab my railroad 36/1 32
36/2 40
36/3 43
Retaining wall, use of 36/3 44
Ride on railroad 36/4 34
Roadbed, realigning of 36/1 34
Roundhouse engine, basics of 36/3 46

**S**

SCHADE, ERIC
Build plywood tipper cars 36/1 50
Plowing into the season 36/4 47

Schweitzer, Rene
Gazebo for your garden, A 36/4 66
Get a grip on hand tools 34/3 29
Scratchbuilding
Coal load 36/1 66
Pergola 36/1 46
Power supply 36/3 13
Snow plow 36/3 51
36/4 42
Tipper cars 36/1 50

**SEIDENSTICKER, STEVE**
Branching out & bridging over 36/1 26
Snow, plowing of 36/4 47
Snow plow, building of 36/3 51
Snow plows, types of 36/4 42

**SOLUM, DALE**
From simple toy to sensation tram 36/1 40
Sound effects, use of 36/4 10
STEAM in the garden 36/2 6
STRONG, KEVIN
Garden railway basics
  DIY power supply  36/3  13
  Surveying your backyard  36/4  16
  Take control of track power  36/2  13
  Tips for buying used equipment  36/1  13
Structures, leveling of  36/3  44
Super-sized Soo Line  36/4  34
Surveying your backyard  36/4  16
SWEENEY, STEVE
5-step steamer start-up  36/3  46
Take control of track power  36/2  13
Tips for buying used equipment  36/1  13
Track plans
  Canadian Pacific Rwy. Joy Division  36/1  33
  Gopher Canyon Line  36/2  41
  Nostalgia & Trip Outdoor RR  36/1  35
Crystal Creek & Rock City West Railroad  36/2  37
Entertainment Junction  36/4  31
Gopher Canyon Line  36/1  28
Nostalgia & Trip Outdoor RR  36/1  36
Track plans, basics of  36/3  13
Track, repair of  36/1  35
Types of snow plows  36/4  48
V
Viaduct, construction of  36/1  30
Video 101
  Noisy little railway story, A  36/4  10
  Railway with a big red caboose  36/3  16
VIGGIANO, SHAWN
Backwoods in the backyard  36/3  34
W
Water features, use of  36/3  18
Waterscape your railway  36/3  18
Weather or not...I’ll be ready!  36/4  6
Weave a dry wash within your railway  36/4  20
Weeding tool, making of  36/3  66
WESOLOSKI, WAYNE
  Make magnificent mountains  36/2  48
Westie Line, The  36/2  34
Who are you...  36/1  6

Product reviews
0-6-0, 1:24  36/4
4-8-4, 1:32  36/5
25-ton switcher, 1:24  36/1
38501 Clean Machine  36/1
50th Anniversary Mogul, 1:22.5  36/2
Accucraft
  “Wren,” 7⁄8  36/4
Botanist’s Vocabulary, A  36/3
Bachmann
  Eggliners  36/3
Bridgewerks
  Morrison controller  36/1
  Building block starter set  36/2
Dash 8-40CW, 1:32  36/1
Eggliners  36/3
LGB
  50th Anniversary Mogul, 1:22.5  33/2
  Building block starter set  36/2
  Morrison controller  36/1
MTH
  Dash 8-40CW, 1:32  36/1
  GS-4 4-8-4, 1:32  36/3
No. 6, code-443 turnouts  36/2
PIKO America
  0-6-0, 1/24  36/4
  38501 Clean Machine  36/1
  25-ton switcher, 1:24  36/1
Rock Gardening  36/2
Timber Press
  Botanist’s Vocabulary, A  36/3
  Rock Gardening  36/2
  Turnouts  36/2
USA Trains
  No. 6, code-443 turnouts  36/2
  “Wren,” 7⁄8  36/4